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Abstract-It is shown that if the displacement field and stress intensity factor are known as functions of crack
length for any symmetrical load system acting on a linear elastic body in plane strain, then the stress intensity
factor for any other symmetrical load system whatsoever on the same body may be directly determined. The
result is closely related to Bueckner's [1] "weight function". through which the stress intensity factor is expressed
as a sum of work-like products between applied forces and values of the weight function at their points of application. An example of the method is given wherein the solution for a crack in a remotely uniform stress field is
used to generate the expression for the stress intensity factor due to an arbitrary traction distribution on the faces
of a crack. A corresponding theory is developed in an appendix for three-dimensional crack problems, although
this appears to be directly useful chiefly for problems in which there is axial symmetry.

INTRODUCTION
CONSIDER a two-dimensional linear elastic body containing a straight crack under conditions of plane strain or of generalized plane stress. Both the body and all applied load
systems to be considered are assumed symmetrical about the crack line so that only the
tensile opening mode of crack tip deformation may result. Two distinct load systems are
shown in Fig. 1 and denoted by Q 1 and Ql' The displacement field and stress intensity
factor are assumed known as a function of crack length 1for one ofthe load systems, say Ql '
The principal result _of this study is in showing that this information is sufficient to
determine the stress intensity factor for the other load system Q2' Of course, the 1 and 2
systems may represent any arbitrarily chosen load systems and thus it is being shown that
if a solution for the displacement field and stress intensity factor is known for any particular
load system} then this information is sufficient to determine the stress intensity factor for
any other load system whatsoever.
Bueckner [1] has presented a similar result, basing his argument on analytic function
representations of elastic fields for isotropic materials. Here we see that this dependence
between solutions for different load systems arises as a consequence of what is known on
the relation between stress·intensity factors and strain energy variations [2, 3J and of the
properties of point functions. To develop the argument, consider the following preliminary
remarks:
(a) Ql and Q2 are considered as "generalized forces" in the sense that the stress vector t
on the boundary r and body force fwithin region A resulting from, say, load system 1 are
expressible in the form

t = Qlt(l)

on rand f
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= Qlf(l)

in

A;

(1)
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with similar expressions for load system 2, where t(1), t(2) and f(1), f(2) are functions of
position only.
(b) Ifn is any displacement field in the body, then with it we may associate "generalized
displacements" ql and q2 by

qi =

fr

t(i).

udr + fA f(i) . udA.

(2)

Thus if a variation bu is given to the displacement field, Qlbql will be the work (per unit
thickness) of load system 1 and Q 2 bq 2 of 2. We shall write Q 1 u( 1) for the elastic displacement
field induced by load system 1 and Q2U(2) for that by 2. Hence if both load systems are
simultaneously applied to the body, then by superposition
u =,

QIU(1)+Q2U(2)

and qj = CijQj

(3)

(summing on repeated indices) where the compliances are
(4)
Here Cij -_ Ci/l) because u (i) -_ u(i)(x, y, ().
(c) The stress intensity factor K is defined by
K = lim (21lr)!()yy.
y .....

(5)

O

where ()yy is the y directed tensile stress acting at distance r along the line directly ahead of
the crack tip. We denote QtK(1) as the factor induced by load system 1 and Q2K(2) as that
by 2, where K(i) = K(i)(l).
(d) It is known that if W is the elastic strain energy (per unit thickness) of a loaded,
cracked body, then
(a Wjal) fixed displ._ = - K 2 JH,

(6)

where "fixed displacements" means that the derivative is taken under conditions for which
loaded portions of the body are constrained against working displacements. H is an
appropriate elastic modulus: for an isotropic material it is EJl- v2 for plane strain and E
for generalized plane stress; for anisotropic materials the modulus- may be chosen from
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the work of Sih et al. [4]. Thus when both load systems are simultaneously applied to the
same body, we may think of representing Was a function of q l ' qz and I, and write

OW(ql' q2, [)/ol

- K2jH,

where K

= QIK(1)(I)+QzK(2)(l).

(7)

Of course, OW(ql' q2, l)/oqi = Qi'
These last remarks enable us to write, in the case of simultaneous action of both load
systems, the perfect Pfaffian differential form

Qlbql + Q2bq2

(K2jH)bl = bW,

(8)

and this may be transformed to

ql bQl +q2 bQ2+(K 2 jH)bl = b(Qlql +Q2q2- W).

(9)

Clearly, the left side of this equation is a perfect differential and this has very important
consequences: for if we consider qi and K as functions of Ql' Q2 and 1, as in equations (3),
(7), then
(10)
Since this holds for all values of Ql and Q2, we have
(11)

and this is seen to be a generalization ofIrwin's [2J relation between compliance variations
with crack length and stress intensity factors. A similar result has been derived in a special
case by Rice and Levy (equations (9H14) of Ref. [5J); their application involved deriving
cross terms analogous to C 21 ' given K( 1) and K(2).
Here our viewpoint is different: it is assumed that we know the intensity factor K(1)
and displacement field u(1) associated with load system 1. This means that we also know
C 21 , as is clear from equation (4). Hence, we find that equation (11), written for i 2 and
j = 1, enables us to solve for K(2) solely from a knowledge of the solution for load l:
_
H
dC 2l (l) _
H
(l) - 2K(t)(l) ----ci:l = 2K(1)(l)

(2)

K

{rJ

r

(2)

t

au(l)

. 01 dr +

J
A

f

(2)

ou(1)
}
. 01 dA .

(l2)

[Here we pause to recall that Oil) will be non-unique to within rigid-body displacements
and since these may be chosen arbitrarily for each crack length, 8u(1)/01 must be considered
similarly non-unique. This has no effect on equation (12) since load set 2 is self-equilibrating
and hence does no work on a rigid motion of the body.J

THE WEIGHT FUNCTION
Now, it is obvious that the stress intensity factor for load system 2 can in no way depend
on the particular load system represented by 1. Hence the function

H
2K(1)(l)

OU(l)(X, y~

at

1)

(13)

which, following Bueckner [IJ, we refer to as the weight function, must be essentially independent of the nature of load system 1.
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To study its uniqueness consider another load system denoted by 3. This must give
the same result for K(2) when substituted for 1 in equation (12) and thus

If

t(2) •

[h(l) - h(3)J dr +

fA

f(2) .

[h(l) - h(3)J dA

0

(14)

for all symmetrical self-equilibrating load systems 2. Since both 1 and 3 correspond to
deformation fields that are symmetrical about the crack line we must have
(15)

where ct(i} and ro(i) depend a t most on crack length and reflect the rigid motion indeterminacy
of u(i}. We now require that equation (14) hold for: (a) a unit point force in the y direction
at an arbitrary point (x, y), with a symmetrical equilibrating force at (x, - y) and (b) a unit
point force in the x direction at an arbitrary point (x, y),a unit point force in the x direction
at (x', y') and symmetrical forces at (x, y) and (x', - y'). This is readily shown to imply that
h~1}-h~3) =

A.-Oy;

ht1 )-hfl =

,u+.Qx,

(16)

where A., ,u and .Q are constants. Thus h(l) h(3) to within rigid-body motions which are,
in any event, arbitrary and inconsequentiaL
We therefore conclude that for any symmetrical load system leading to stress intensity
factor K and displacement field u, the function
h

h(x, y, I)

H au
= 2K 8i

(17)

(the derivativ~ being taken at fixed values of the applied loads) is a universal function for
a cracked body of any given geometry and composition, regardless of the detailed way in
which the body is loaded. Once h is determined from the solution for any particular load
system, the stress intensity factor induced by any other symmetrical load system t and f is,
from equation (12),
(18)

It should also be noted that once K is known we may go back to equation (17) and, by
integrating ou/oI with respect to I, construct the entire displacement field provided it is
known for one value of I (say) = 0). Hence anyone elastic crack solution is seen to contain
a remarkable store of information. This information is most succinctly given through the
weight function itself and it is of interest that the weight function may be determined
directly in view of the following properties noted by Bueckner [1J and summarized briefly
here:
Note that h satisfies the same differential equations as the displacement u and that
when h is viewed as a displacement, the stresses which it produces require no body forces
in A or boundary surface forces on r for their equilibration (this results, of course, since
h oc au/an. 'Ordinarily, these conditions would be interpreted as requiring that h be a rigid
motion, since a state of zero stress satisfies the null loading conditions. However, the
elastic uniqueness theorem applies to uniqueness on the class of crack tip displacement
fields carrying bounded total energy and h is not of this class. The strongly singular part of
h can be determined by recalling that the displacement fields to all (bounded energy)
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solutions for cracks take the form
(19)

where the dots stand for terms resulting in non-singular stresses, where r8 are polar coordinates centered at the crack tip and where g is a universal function of 8 (and also of
ratios of elastic moduli) [2-4].
Since or/iJl = - cos 8 and 08/0[ = sin 8/r, where 8 = 0 along the line ahead of the crack,
we have

ou/ol = H- 1 Kr-f[(sin 8)(dg/d8)-(cos 8)(g/2)] + ...

(20)

where now the dots represent all terms which are bounded at the tip and which, if taken
individually, would correspond to bounded total energy. Hence we see from equation (17)
that
h = r- t [2(sin 8)(dg/d8)-(cos 8)g]/4+h*

(21)

where h* is a displacement field of the usual bounded energy class for an elastic crack
problem.
From this point of view it is easy to see that h is a universal function for a given geometry
and composition: its strongly singular (r-1-) part is universal and h* is chosen so that it,
together with the prescribed r- t term, results in zero surface tractions on r and zero body
forces in A. Since the r-1- term creates no tractions on the crack surfaces, the problem of
determining h * falls into the class of bounded energy problems for which there is uniqueness.
Clearly, the result for h bears no relation to any particular load system to which the body
may be subjected.
An example of the method follows. Also, a three-dimensional theory for a weight
function is developed in the Appendix, although this theory appears at present to be less
directly useful in the determination of stress intensity factors.

AN EXAMPLE

To illustrate the procedure let us follow Bueckner [IJ in considering the Inglis problem
of a crack of length 1in an infinite body subject to a remotely uniform tensile stress (J'~ We
take the origin of the xy coordinate system at one tip of the crack, the other being at (1, 0»)
so that the :v displacements along the upper and lower crack surfaces (y = to) and the
stress intensity factor are
Uy

where H = E/(l

=

±2(J'xt (l-x)t/H,

(22)

v2 ) for plane strain. Thus

auy/Ol

=

±(J'xt(l-x)-t/H,

1
(23)

and
hy(x, ±O,l)

= (H/2K)(ou y/ol)

±(2n:l)-txt(l-x)~t,

from equation (17). We may therefore employ equation (18) to write the expression for K
at the (l,O) crack tip due to a traction distribution ty = ±p(x) along the surfaces of the
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K

=

(nl2) t

II
0

R. RICE

p(x) (x
i-x

It

dx.

(24)

This checks with known results (e.g. [3J) derived independently through Mus~he1ishvili's
analytic function methods.
, All problems of symmetrical loading may be reduced, by superposition of a solution
for a crack-free body under the same loads, to a similar problem of prescribed normal
tractions along the crack. Hence it would seem advisable that, to the extent possible,
displacements of the crack surfaces [or better the weight function hy(x, ±O, I)J as well as
stress intensity factors be reported when crack problems are solved. Bueckner [1J, for
example, shows how his previous solution for the edge-cracked half-plane in tension may
be employed to obtain the weight function for that case.
It is also worthy of note that the weight function at points remote from the crack tip
could be determined with great accuracy by finite difference or finite element methods
applied to the determination ofh* in equation (21). The inaccuracy of-such methods near
the tip would then be irrelevant. This procedure seems, in fact, to be closely related to that
proposed by Barone and Robinson [6J for numerical determination of coefficients ill
eigenfunction expansions of stress fields about corner singUlarities.
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APPENDIX
Three-dimensional bodies
An analogous theory may be developed for three-dimensional crack problems: let V be
the volume and S the bounding surface of a body containing a planar crack, with both the
body and all load systems under consideration being symmetrical about the plane of the
crack. The contour lying along the tip of the crack is denoted by L ; this is assumed smooth.
Generalized forces Q 1 and Q2 are defined so that) for example,

(Ai)
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for load system L Associated generalized displacements q 1 and q2 may be defined through
replacing r by S and A by Yin equation (2). Further, equations (3) and (4) may be written
with these same replacements when both load systems act simultaneously.
We shall wish to characterize energy changes when the crack surface is advanced by an
infinitesimal amount hI, where 61 is a smooth function of position along L marking the
advance of the crack in a direction locally normal to L. The notation 61(",) will denote
the first order variation in the quantity (... ), viewed as a function of crack position and
some other variables, when only the crack position is varied. Thus we write in analogy to
equation (6)
(6 1W)fixed displ. = -

fL [(K2jH)6IJ dL,

(A2)

where W is the total strain energy ofthe body and H has its plane strain value. For simultaneous action of both load systems,
K = QIK(1)+Q2K(2)

(A3)

where K(l) and K(2) are functions of position along L the first assumed known and the latter
to be found.
Since aw/aqi = Qb a general variation in the strain energy may be written as
(A4)

and if we rearrange this in analogy to equation (9), viewing qj and K as being dependent
on Qi and the crack position, then we may write in analogy to equation (10) that
(AS)
Thus the three-dimensional version of the relationship between compliance variations
and stress intensity factors is
(A6)

When i = 2 andj = 1 this becomes, in analogy to equation (12),

f ~[K(l)K(2)hl]
LH

dL =

f

s

t(2). blUe!)

dS+

f.

f(2) .0IU(1)

dV

(A7)

y

and this allows a (rather complete) knowledge of the solution for load system 1 to serve as a
basis for determining the stress intensity factor for load system 2.
The difficulty is, of course, that three-dimensional solutions for any load system 1
will not be known with such complete generality that the first order variation OlU(I) can
be determined for completely arbitrary variations of along L. If the result were known,
say as an equation of the form
(A8)

./
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where P denotes a general point of the body and pI a point along the crack tip, then we
could solve for K(2) at any point pI along L as
K (2)(p') =

2;~~~) {Is t (2 )(P) . UC!l(P, P') dS(P) + LtCl)(p). U(1)(P, P1 d V(P)}

(A9)

which is the general three-dimensional version of equation (12).
In similar fashion, a three dimensional weight function may be defined as
(A10)

and this is a unique (to within rigid motions) function of P and P' for a given crack geometry
in a body of given overall geometry and composition, being completely independent of the
way in which the body is loaded. If it is determined from the solution for any particular
load system, then the solution for K at P' induced by any other load system t and f may be
obtained from
K(P')

=

Is t(P) . h(P, Pi) dS(P) + Iv f(P). h(P, P') d V(P).

(All)

Of course, there will exist cases for which knowledge of an integrated average of the
intensity factor, as in equation (A 7), is sufficient and this presents less stringent requirements as to the generality in which .)IU(l) must be known. An example is the case of a pennyshaped crack in an axially symmetric body. Then knowledge of the solution, as a function
of crack radius, for anyone axially symmetric load system would allow in an obvious way
for the determination of the intensity factor for any other axially symmetric load system.
(Received 18 June 1971; revised 9 November 1971)

AOCTpOKT--0Ka3bIBaeTCSI, 'iTO eCJHt H1BeCTHhI nOJle nepeMemeHHil H lPaKTOp HHTeHCMBHOCTM Hanp.SUKeHHil,
B KalfecTBe tPYHKUHH ,ll)IHHhI menu, ,WIll mo60H CHMMeTpH'1eCKOH CHCTeMhI HarpY3KH, .l1.eHcTBYlOmeii Ha
IIHHeHHoe ynpyroe Teno B IlllOCKOM Jl.elPPPM3UHOHHOM COCTO.SlHHH> TOT.l1.a MO)l{HO HenOCpe)l,CTBeHHO
orrpe.1lemlTh tilaKTop IDITeHCHBHOCTH HanpSIJKeHI1M .£ln~ .£lpyroH K3KOH JII160 cHMMeTpH'feCKOH Cl-lCTeMhl
HarpY3KH, .lleHcTBYIOUJ,eH Ha TO)Ke caMoe Teno. Pewefme TeCHO CB.Sl3aHp C "<\:>YHKUl1eH Bcca" blOKHepa /1/,
BCJIe.llCTBMe KOTOPOH npe.llCTaBnSleTC.Sl <\:>aKTOp liHTeHCWBHOCTH Hanp.Sl)l{eHHii B BM)le CyMMhI nOXOJKHX
pa60Te npoibBe)leHHH H'3 npHIIO)f(eHHhIX YCHlHlH 11 3Ha'leHH" lPYHKUHI1 Beca B TotJxax HX npI1JlO)l(eHHSI .
.l(aeTcH npHMep 3Toro MeTO.lla, B KOTOPOM HCnOn'b3yeTC.Sl peweHlul )1)T.SllUenH no)] BnHllHMeM OT)]aneHHOro
O,I.{HOpO.llHoro nonS! HanpjDKeHHH, ].lJlH o606meHIHI Bhlpa)l{eHHH $aKTopa I1HTeHCHBHOCTH HanpHJKeHHii,
BCIIe.llCTBHe rrpoM3BOIIhHoro pacnpe.l1.eneHH)J TSlrOB'bIX YCHnl1H Ha nOBepxHocTfiX w.eIIH.

B

rrpHJlO)l(eHHH,

onpe.llenJIeTCH cooTBeTcaYlOmaH Teoplul )]JHI TpexMepHblx '3a,lJ.a'l meJlH, XOHI 3TO OKa'3hIBaeTC)J
BeRHO rrone3HhIM, TnaBHhlM 06pa30M, .£lJlSl '3a)J.a'i C ocesOH cHMMeTpHeH.
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